W e i z / i c k e r e q u a t i o n .
The interpretation of this energy functional is as follows: the first term corresponds to the kinetic energy of the electrons, the second term is the l-body attractive interaction between the electrons and the nucleii "located at ffj," each of which having a total charge zj for 1 <j < m, and the third term is the usual 2-body repulsive interaction between the electrons.
Because of dimensions (3 N), the direct computation of E seems rather hopeless and approximations are needed. Historically, the first method was introduced by Hartree [27] ignoring the antisymmetry (i.e. the Pauli principle) and choosing test functions in (2) of the form
i=l Later on, Fock [24] and Slater [54] proposed another class of test functions-which take into account the Pauli principle -namely the class of Slater determinants
where the sum is taken over all permutations a of {1,..., N} and [al denotes the signature of ¢. If we "restrict" the infimum in (2) to these classes of test functions, we obtain the following minimization problems Inf{g(~o,,..., ~te)/q~ieH* (IR a) V i, (~o, .... , ¢pu)eK},
i HI(IR.,)= u~L2(]Rm), ~x~xi EL2(IR m) for all l<_i<_m , for m_->l
